Increasing the resolution of optical microscopes is a challenging task for studying the cell machinery at the molecular level. 4Pi or Total internal-reflection fluorescent microscopy (TIRF) microscopies permit one to reduce the axial dimension of the detection volume. To reduce its lateral dimension, we have proposed a solution in which the scanning head of a 4Pi microscope or of a confocal microscope is coupled to an interferometer. With this technique two beams coming from the source produce two images that are superimposed coherently. For this reason, one can call this technique 2-Image microscopy. It has been shown that with 2-Image microscopy, the complete use of the spatial frequencies collected by the objective allows to reach a 1.22λ/4NA lateral resolution as defined by Rayleigh. This improvement is independent of the excitation mode and is effective with incoherent light such as fluorescent or chemiluminescent (i.e. without optical excitation) samples. In this paper, we present an interferometric set-up and a modulation technique that make benefit fully from the advantages of 2-Image microscopy.
INTRODUCTION
Studying the cell machinery at the molecular level requires ultra-sensitive, super-resolving and non invasive tools, the most common being fluorescence confocal microscopy. The 3D resolution of scanning microscopes is defined by a 3D detection efficiency function (DEF). This function is defined by the product of the excitation efficiency function (EEF) with the collection efficiency function (CEF). Each of these three functions delimits a 3D volume. To increase resolution, at least one of these volumes must be shrunk. Thus strong efforts have been made in the last decade to reduce the axial dimension (usually the largest) of the DEF volume. 4Pi [1] - [3] , TIRF [4] or I5M [5] microscopes allow to reach an axial DEF dimension as small as 100 nm. More recently other methods [6] - [10] have been developed to reduce the DEF lateral dimensions. Most of them [6] - [8] reduce the dimensions of the EEF. A solution, in which two beams coming from the incoherent point source of the sample produce two images that are superimposed coherently, has been proposed to shrink the three dimensions of the CEF [9] of 4Pi-microscopes. Since this method only acts on the collected signal, the resolution in this case is independent of the excitation mode [11] . Finally, a confocal interferometric microscope [12, 13] in which, as in [9] , the production of two symmetrical images of the source modifies the CEF, has been proposed for improving the lateral resolution. In this paper we propose an alternative configuration for the interferometer and we discuss the possibility of modulating temporally the retardation for increasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
PRINCIPLE OF 2-IMAGE MICROSCOPY
With (i) 4Pi C-type [3] and (ii) 4Pi' [9] two coherent images (for each incoherent point-source) are created symmetrically with respect, (i) to the focal plane and (ii) to the focus (Figure 1 ) respectively. This idea applied to classical fluorescence confocal microscopes has been patented in 2006 [12] . In a 2-Image microscope (Figure 2 ), an interferometer generates, for each incoherent point-source of the sample, two coherent images which are symmetrical with respect to the optical axis ( Figure 1 ) [12] . A Michelson-type interferometric set-up, where one mirror is replaced by a retroreflector corner cube has been chosen for its simplicity. With such a set-up, an emitter placed at the position r 0 in the object focal plane creates two images in the image focal plane centered on M r 0 and −M r 0 , M being the magnification. The intensity recorded by the photodetector (PMT, APD, etc.) is thus given by the function where A ( r) is the scalar electric field (in the image focal plane) emitted by a point source situated in the object focal plane described by
ϕ is the phase retardation introduced by the interferometer between the two images, S the pinhole surface, NA the numerical aperture of the objective and k the emission wave number. In Eq. (2), r represents the r vector norm and J 1 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1.
Thus the CEF 2I (r 0 , ϕ) function can be easily written as where CEF c is the CEF of classical confocal microscopes which is defined by
and
The CEF 2I function is narrower and steeper than the CEF of classical confocal microscopes as reported in [9] .
In Figure 3 , one can note that the NCEF 2I function is always narrower than CEF c and its width decreases when the pinhole size increases, unlike CEF c . In fact these two functions converge towards the Airy disk function when the pinhole size tends towards zero. This characteristic can be very interesting to collect a maximum of signal with a high resolution in so far as the first term (CEF c ) can be eliminated. Unfortunately, opening the pinhole will not only increase the signal of interest but also the background noise coming from peripheral objects, decreasing consequently the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Thus it is necessary to use a pinhole well adapted to the Airy disk as in classical confocal microscopy except in the cases where the excitation mode delimits the confocal volume as in multi-photon excitation mode.
REACHING A NARROWER COLLECTION EFFICIENCY FUNCTION
To reach NCEF 2I , Wicker et al. suggest in [13] to use a particular Mach-Zender Interferometer (in the tube lens of the microscope) and to subtract the two complementary output intensities. This optical scheme could be very interesting to obtain resolved images even if chromaticism, aberrations of the inversion system and also instability of this type of interferometer make it difficult to implement for practical applications. Moreover the subtraction of the output intensities make the measurement strongly sensitive to the noise. One can note that the same result 1 would be obtained by using any technique allowing the two values of CEF 2I (ϕ) to be subtracted i.e.
Another solution can be given by the set-up described in Figure 2 where, thanks to a fast translation of the mirror around the zero optical path difference (OPD) between two positions corresponding to the phase retardations ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , the signal can be integrated. In this case, the integrated output signal I(r 0 ) is given from Eq. (3) by
In order to obtain I(r 0 ) ∝ NCEF 2I (r 0 ), the function f (ϕ) has to verify the conditions
To simplify the calculation, we can choose ϕ 2 = −ϕ 1 = ϕ 0 , with ϕ 0 small enough to keep a good interference contrast.
ϕ 0 ≤ π should be acceptable for common luminophores with a coherence length of about 5 µm. Several functions verifying Eq. (7) can be chosen depending on the experimental context. For example, the following choice is very simple, robust to a slight phase shift and able to work also with a discrete integration using an even number of points,
In Section 5 we develop another choice which is more accurate to minimize the noise,
With such choices the microscope described in Figure 2 has many advantages. First, a high resolution is obtained because the CEF is determined by NCEF 2I which is narrower than CEF 2I . Secondly, the Michelson-type interferometer is easy to set-up, the metallic plane mirror and the corner cube enable achromaticism and introduce no geometrical aberration nor polarization modification [14] . Nevertheless, some losses of signal can be expected particularly because of the cube edges. Indeed, the corner cube must be placed in the pupil plane of the lenses in order to avoid a lateral shift of the beam.
STUDY OF THE NCEF 2I FUNCTION BY MEANS OF THE OTF
In the limit case where there is no pinhole, as reported in [13] , the CEF is given by
with ⊗ being the convolution product. From Eq. (10) we obtain the optical transfer function (OTF) of collection using a 2D Fourier transform,
In the case where the noise is not taken into account.
where the function Circ 2NA is a disk with a radius equal to 2NA. First of all, we can conclude that in a 2-image microscope (without pinhole), all the spatial frequency information collected by the objective is fully used in the imaging process. This result can be compared to that obtained with a structured illumination in wide-field microscopy [7] . Furthermore the possible use of a pinhole would bring the major advantage leading to a strong axial resolution and to insure the enhancement of the lateral resolution (cf. Figure 5) . From Eq. (11), a reverse 2D Fourier transform allows to rewrite NCEF 2I as a single Bessel function,
Thus the first zero is reached for 1.22λ/4NA i.e. half of the well-known value 1.22λ/2NA for the lateral resolution of a classical microscope, as defined with the Raylieigh criterion.
CONSEQUENCES OF NOISE
The improvement of resolution is independent of the excitation mode. Therefore one can envisage working with chemiluminescent samples [15] . However, the brightness of these kind of samples is dim and the subtraction of two output intensities (one corresponding to a constructive interference, the other corresponding to a destructive interference) worsens the SNR as shown in [13] , (d) 2-Image with the modulation/demodulation technique described in this section. For these images we have taken into account a maximal detection of 1000 photons for each bioluminophore weighted by the CEF factor which depends on the respective positions of these bioluminophores. Thanks to the random noise function of Igor Pro software, we have added the resulting Poisson noise (which depends on the detected intensity) in addition to an additive electronics dark detection noise equal to 50 photons. This situation can basically tally with a bioluminescence detection. One can note that the two parts of the object will be discriminated at different positions according to the technique of microscopy used. These results are shown in Figures 4(e) -(h). The resolution (and partly the noise) allows one to distinguish objects separated by (e) 475 nm for a classical confocal microscope, (f) 283 nm for 4Pi' microscope (or equivalent) and (g) and (h) are from 222 nm for 2-Image microscope according to the level of noise. As a result, in order to obtain both high resolution and strong SNR, 2-Image microscopy requires to use an appropriate modulation/demodulation technique.
The noise can be taken into account in Eq. (3) by making CEF c and NCEF dependent on time. To suppress the noise, we can record the time depending signal for each point of the scan CEF 2I (r 0 , t) with a simple phase ramp of amplitude of 2π centered on 0 (∀ t ∈ written as
We can extract two kinds of information from the discrete Fourier transform of Eq. (13); the first term (CEF c ) corresponds to a high energy peak centered on the frequency 0 whereas the second term (NCEF 2I ) which contains the most interesting information corresponds to a lower energy peak centered around the vibration frequency f 0 of the Michelson mirror. By filtering with a bandpass filter centered around frequency f 0 , we can suppress the first term CEF c , nearly all the dark electronic noise (additive noise) but only a part of the Poisson noise. Since the frequency filtering of the signal obtained with a linear modulation will decrease the signal a lot more than it is effective against the noise, the SNR is worsened. The same problem is met by all the techniques which attempt to improve the resolution only by suppressing the first term, such as the subtraction method described by Wicker et al. [13] as shown on Figure 4 (g). One can note that this frequency filtering method is equivalent to the synchronous detection technique proposed in Section 3, with ϕ 0 = π, f (ϕ) = cos(ϕ) in Eq. (6).
To eliminate more of the Poisson noise and consequently maximize the SNR, we need to use a more sophisticated numerical treatment. As it is commonly done in electronics for modulation/demodulation purposes [16] , we have applied a sinusoidal modulation of the phase retardation of the Michelson (i.e. ϕ(t) = π cos(ωt)) and used an appropriate numerical treatment to reduce the noise by a factor higher than 4, as shown in Figures 4(d) and 4(h) . This demodulation treatment consists in filtering the Bessel harmonics coming from the Fourier transform of Eq. (3) where ϕ(t) = π cos(ωt). This treatment corresponds in fact to the synchronous detection technique which is proposed in Section 3, with ϕ 0 = π, f (ϕ) = cos(ϕ) in Eq. (6) . After a change of variable (ϕ into t) we obtain for each point of the image with the following intensity,
However, some more effective techniques of demodulation developed in electronics and adapted to the experiments should allow one to reach higher levels of SNR so these tech-
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APPLICATION TO 3D SAMPLES
In 3D samples a pinhole is needed in the case of linear excitation; in particular, in order to obtain an acceptable axial resolution and to reduce the potential noise coming from out-focused planes of the sample. Figure 3 shows that a pinhole with the size of the Airy disk allows to reach approximately the maximum of the lateral resolution. Since the 2-Image interferometer does not affect the axial resolution of the microscope, this size of pinhole should be a good compromise in maximize both 3D resolution and the signal to noise ratio. For the calculations (Figures 3 and 5) , we have considered an oil (n = 1.518) immersion microscope objective with an effective numerical aperture NA = 1.3, a magnification M = 40 and luminophores (fluorophores or chemiluminophores) emitting at 525 nm. In these conditions, the best solution to get a high 3D resolution with a maximum of signal, is to use a pinhole with a 20 µm diameter (the size of the Airy disk). Fluorophores are usually brighter than chemiluminophores. However, the major difference between fluorophores and chemi-luminophores 2 relies on the excitation mode: fluorophores need optical excitation whereas chemiluminophores are chemically excited. Thus the detection efficiency function of the 2-Image microscope (DEF 2I ) is defined in the case of fluorescent samples by DEF 2I = NCEF 2I × EEF where EEF is the excitation efficiency function. On the other hand, in the case of chemi-luminescence the detection function is strictly identical to the collection efficiency function defined in Eq. (5) (i.e. DEF 2I = NCEF 2I ). In Figure 5 , EEF has been calculated with the scalar theory of diffraction first proposed by Debye [17] .
Several criteria can be used to evaluate the resolution of a microscope. We have decided to study two of them; either the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the detection efficiency functions (DEF) or the position of its first zero. The first zero position is ruled by the EEF in a classical confocal microscope, whereas it is driven by the collection function (NCEF 2I ) in a 2-Image microscope: as seen in Figure 5 , the first zero is the same with fluorophores (with optical excitation) and with chemi-luminophores (without optical excitation). With the set up of Figure 2 ) and an excitation wavelength at 488 nm, the 2-Image microscope enables to get a first zero at r 0 = 125 nm, which has to be compared to r 0 = 239 nm for a classical confocal microscope. For the FWHM, the EEF has a significant effect in both microscopes. With fluorescent samples, the FWHM is 1.6 times smaller in the case of the 2-Image microscope corresponding to a classical microscope with an effective numerical aperture NA = 2.15.
In the specific case of multiphoton excitation fluorescence mode (in samples that are not too diffusing), no pinhole is needed [18] and thus the DEF 2I and consequently the reso- 2 One can note that bio-luminophores are chemi-luminophores naturally present in biological organisms. lution are delimited by the EEF 3 in the axial direction and by NCEF 2I in lateral dimensions.
CONCLUSION
In summary, 2-Image microscopy reduces strongly the lateral dimension of the collection efficiency volume reducing in the same amount the lateral extension of the detection efficiency volume. Since this technique acts only on the collection efficiency, it is well suited to any excitation modes: linear, multiphoton and even without optical excitation as in the particular case of chemi-luminescence. 2-image microscopy can be used to image non-luminescent samples lighted by a spatially incoherent source. Moreover, 2-Image microscopy can be adapted to all types of incoherent scanning microscopes. Indeed, the 2-Image microscope can be coupled to TIRF or to 4Pi A-type [12] microscopes, thus enabling a high 3D resolution (125 × 125 × 100 nm 3 ). In this last case, the 3D resolution is the same as that obtained with the 4Pi' microscope [9] , without the instability characterizing a 4Pi C-type microscope and with no aberration coming from the image inversion system.
The 2-Image microscope should be useful for applications which need an observation volume smaller than the classical limits imposed by objective microscopes. For example, Wawrezinieck et al. have shown [19] that fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measurements at different spatial scales enable to distinguish between different submicron confinement models. Thus a 2-Image microscope used as a FCS set-up allows one to reach another range of detection volumes (see Figure 3) revealing probably the ultrafine cell membrane organization with more flexibility than using the method described in [8] .
